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EDUCATION AND EARNINGS OF BIlACKS AND THE BROWN DECISION

W4 .

e Abstract '\

In 1954 the U.S. Supreme Court handed down the famous Brown decision

declaring that racially separated schools are unconstitutional. A Substan:,

i

determinant of life chances, and therefore d scrimination in education is
tial porton of the decision argued that theschools repfesent.an important

likely to handicap blacks in their 'quest for occupatioAl status.and iricame

This essay examines the impact of Brown on both the relative educatioadl

attairitents and earnings of blacks and whites. On the basis of the avail-.

able .data it argues that die Brown decision had a powerful effect on

provihg the economic .status.of blacks,.although onlx a .portion of that

improvement was, attaihed Xhiough more equal 'schooling. Rather., Brown seemed

to have had its greatest iallact on legitimating the case for equality and

iniilating the rise of black political activism, the further legal .

challeages to racial discriminationin vomidg, employment, education, and-

housing, and the4ereation.of a favorabre climaee for the passage of the..

subsequeut-tivil'rights legislation and the War on-Poverty. .
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Education and Earnings of

Blacks *and the Brown Decision
3

HENRY M.ILEVIN

introduction a
In May, 1954, the U.S. Supreme Court handed down its well-
known decision in the case of Brown v. Board of Education.' That.
'decision' leelAred-tharsegregateesehouir aq "inherently unequal
and that when racial segregation results from state laws, those
laws are unconstitutional and ibust be struck down. Since that
date, scholars have taken a great interest in the consequences and
meaning of Brown. In particular, Biown has stimulated numerous
studies of,the extent and process of clesegregation,2 of the impact
of desegregation on scholastic achievement and attitudes and on
migration,3 of the role of social science evidence in the judicial
process,4 and of the limits or otential of the courts to serve as an
agent of social change.5

In contrast 'there has beezjmuch less attention devoted to the
impact of Brow'it on impr ing more gerwally the educational

.. and economic attainments of black Americans. This is somewhat
surprising becalisirthe Court argued:

r

III

ai

'Today, education perhaps the most important function of state
and locaI governm .nts. Compulsory school attendance laws and
the great expenelitu es for dducation both de ustrate our recog-
nition of the impor ince of education in our d mocratic society.
It is required in .th psrformance of our most sic public re-.
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So Have We Overcome?

sponsibilities, even service in the armed forces. It is the very
'foundation of good citizenship. Today it is the principal instru-
ment in awakening the child to cultural values, in preparing him
for later, professional training, and in. helping him to adjust »or-
mallv tq his environment. In these days, it is doubtful that am
child may reasonably he expected to succeed io life if hejs denied
the opportunity of an 'education4uch an opportunity, where the
state has undertaken to provide it. is a right which must be made
available to all on equal terms.

I. Presumably the Court was assuming .that a movenient toward

greater equality in the, e.\ucati'al ktting between .blacks and
whites would initiate a process of ualization i life chances for

success, between the two. groups. G rtainly. if Prown _improved
The-quality cYf schooling-for blacks dative. to whites; it- might-.

reasonably be expected that the relative occupational achieve-

ments and earnings of blacks would also improve.
But Brown did much more than this. Brown set the stage for

the eniuing rise in black political activism, for legal challenges ,to

racial discrimination in voting, employment, and edncation. as

well as for the creation of a favorable climate for the paSsage of

the subsequent civil rights legislation and the initiation of the
War on Poierty. Perhaps evefi more noteworthy was thp.role that

Brown played in creating the ov all legitimacy of theP ack.

cause, with Major changes occur n the attitudes of bot lack

and white Americans and in t e ral conduct of our institu-
tional life. While the narrow e ects Of Brown on economic

equitrmight be addressed through an analysisiof the eXtent nd

effects of school desegrnation on the earnings of the races, su h

a picture.would be veryincoMplete. Rather, it is necessary to ex
plore the broader impadt. of Brown on the very climate of race
relations and its impetus in setting in motion a wider range of
social and political movements in behalf of iilack Amerttrans. To

the degree that. these broader effects have shaped both the pro-

,T
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factors into economic results, i is likely that they had had an
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vision of education and the trrslation of education and other

r -q

effect considerably,broader thlan s hool desegregation.
In the following pages we will xamine the possible impact Of

Brown on the relative educational and economic status of black
Americans. First, we will examine racial differences in education
from the pre-Brown period to the present. Second, we will in-
spect the changes in earnings differentials between whites arid
blacks; Third, we will attempt to evaluate alternative explana,
tioks for the black-white trends in education and eainings. the
fin'al sections:we will examine the impact of Brown from a more
general perspective in order to speculate on its .possible effects
beyOnd those associated only with alterations of the racial com-
position of schools. In general, it wi41 besargued that the role of
Brown in- improving the educational, economic, and political-
status of black Americans can only be understood within .this
larger framework.

Racial Differences in Educational Attainments
Before it is possible to spetulate on the impact of Brown' ôii
changes in the relative educational patterns and earnings of blacks
and whites, it is necessary to establish the nature of those pat-

. terns. The purpose of this sectiOn is to provide a brief historicai
picture of changes in educational attainments according to race.
The next section will provide a parallel presentation for earnings.
Many of the deli that will be presented will refer only to males
of each race. The reason for this restaction is due to the regularity
of male labor market behavior over the life cycle in contrast with
that of fethaks. Differences in behavior between the races .among
females with respect to their labor fonce participation tend to
inhibit a u;efiiil comparion of relative earnings.. However`, it
should be noted that the restriction of the analysis to males is
attributible only to this criterion of practicality. Applying a simikir

4
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82- Have We Overcome?

analysis to females would encounter ,a number of obstacles that
would require the establishment of controversial and.highly arbi-
trary assumptionsto provide copparability.

YEARS OF SCHOOLINd COMPLETED.6 One of the most in-
portant measures of educationhl attainment is' the number of Years
of schooling completed. It i§ usefid to examine the patterns for
this measure of educational attainment at different points in his-
tory. Table 1 shows the esti'mated years of schooling for U.S.

TABLE 1 Estimated Years of Schooling of U.S. Males lw Year
of Birth, 1973

Year of Birth

1947-1951
1937-1946
1927-1936
1917-1926
190771916

-Age in 1973 Black
4

22-26
27-36
37-46
47-56
,57§6

11.9

10.

7.X
4 4

Other
(excluding

--hispanics)- Difference

13.0
121
12.2
11.6

1.1

1.5
2.1
3.0

APik 3.5

Sotrect: Hauser and Featherman; "Equality
Prospects," tio.

chooling: Trends and

males, by year of birth, for 1973. In this ;table, a comparison is
made between blacks and a category called "other.'" males, exclod-
ing hispanics. The latter category &Yes include some.nonblack and
nonhispanic minorities, but this overwhelmingly white (probably
over 95 percent). ThuS, the comparison between the black and
the "other" group in Table can be thought of as a black-white
comparison. The classification according to year of birth enables
us to View the differences in education ainong persons of different
ages, so that we can observe the historical 'differences in schooling
completed between the two racial groupings among their suryiv-.
ing members.

Two very impOrtant patterns emerge rrom these data. First,
there seems to be a rather pronounced convergence in educa-

9
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tional .attainments between the races among young males 'relative
to older ones. While younger members of both groups have ex-
perie.nced increases in schooling in coinparison with their older
aounterparts, the difference in the average ainount of schooling
between races has declined from. about 3.5 years in the oldest
group to slightly more than one year in the youngest. .Thiat is,
younger black and white males tend to. look pore alike in terms
of their average amount of schooling than older ones. This_leads
to the second conclusion, that even .among younger males there is
still a .substantial difference in educational attainmentS. To get
some idea of the magnitude of thtdifference, black males in their
midtwenties have about the same level of education as ".,other"
males in their midforties. Stated another way, young btacks in
1973 were obtaining about the same amount of schooling as

ung whites had obtained some two decades before,
he same type of convergence is observed when we examine

estimates of the amount of schooling completed at the time of
labor market entry as shown in Table 2. As we would expect,

TABLE 2 Years. 'of Scill Completed at Estiriatee Time of
Labor Ma'rkMntry, for Males, 1930-1970

-

Year of Labor Market Entry

7

P.

1930 1.94o 1950 1§6o 197o

4
-Mean schoól ng of blacks
Mean schooling of whites
Proportion of blacks with

less than 9 years of school
Proportion of whites with

less than 9 years of school
Proportion of blacks with

more than 12 years of school
Proportion of whites with

morethan 12 years of school

5.9 ..

9.6

.78

.42

.03

.o8

? 8.o
11,1

.58

.22

.07

.20

6

;9.9
12.0

.31

115

.13

..32.

11.1
12.6

.15

.10 t

.19.

.37

.11.4

12.6

.11

.07

.19

.38
t .

.
SOIINCE: Smidi and Welch, Race Differences in EaMingc:.t Survey and
New Foidence, to.
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some persons -who enter- the iabor inarket -have not completed
their schooling, a fattor that probably . explains the relatiye'lv

lower values for comparably ked Males in Table.2 in comparison-
with those in Table 1. Again, we observe a converging pattern of
attainments over the:period of analysis,.with both groups increas-
ing- their sehooling at the time of labor market enery. While the
verage schooling of white labor market entrants was nicire than

3.5 years greater thy for their black counterpa'rts. in 1930, the
difference had declined to little more than a vcar by 1970. How-
ever, even in 1970 the average amount of schooling completed bvs
black labor market entrants was only Slightly better than that of
whites entering the labor matket in 1940. Further, although about
38 percent of white'labor market entrants had achieved more than
twelYe years of schooling in 1970, only 19 percent of blacks had
achieved this level. Thus, the black figure f6r 1970 had .risen only
as high.as the proportien.of 'whites with twelve 'years or more of
schooling for 1940.

In at least one respect the gap between blacks and whites has
not narrowed in recent years. The proportion of the black popu-

, lation 25-34 years of age who completed at least fofir years of
college ;lose from abont 4.1 percent in 3960 to about 8.1 percent
in 1974. However, the comparable figures" for whites in the same
age group were 11.9 percent in 1960 and 21 percent ih 1974.7

These changes in college completion rates between the two races
meant that the white advantn* rose from about eigM percentage
.points in 1960-to about a thirteen percentage point difference by

1974.
But, in general, the data suggest that both black and white

educational attainments have .risent With average black attain-
nlents improving at a faster rate thart,white ones. The result of
these trends has been*a rather constant4dimunition of the black-
white educational gap. This convergence in .educational attain-
ments between the *races should not, make us lose sight of the
fact tilat the average amount of -schooling completed bv blacks

Aar'
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is still at that' level completed hv whites somt ewo or three

decades agd. . .. . --.». . ,

EQUALITY OF THE SCHWA EXPERfENCE. A. major concern of

Brown was the inequality of schboling experiences between blacks

and whites. Presumably differences in the quality of schooling
affect life chances in tWo ways. Firsf, higher .quality. ucatio6al

. experiences could lead to the attainment of more _s hooling if
those.exp,erienees improve the preparation of studen s for,being

. .
admitted to andAsucceeding in subsequent levels of schooling.

, Second, better qiirality -schooling could improve the preparation

of students for employment and other postscho'oling opportunities

at each level.of education. That is, it is reasonable to believe that

attitudes that dre associatAd with higher occupat
dhlkBetter schools increase cognitive-skills and inc values and .,

and 'eco-

nomic attainments.
While it is not passible to exPlore *directly the qualitx of the

schooling experience betwen blicks .and whites over the his-
to'rical past because of a lack of data, it is possible to compare,the
schoOls that blacks:and whites attended actording to certain
characteristics that are...thought to be important edutionally.3,

For example, Table 3 co ares the average amount oQnstruction

for each year of schoolin' by examining the length of the school

year and the attenda0e fifes of pupils by race. Up until ig53-
i.g54, the data -are divided according to 7black schools" and "all
schools." The black schoo,ls are those0.4.thich were segregated in

the dual school systems of the South. For the year, 1067-1966 the

data ate taken from the landmark survey of Equality of Educa-
tional Opportunity, more commonly known as the Coleman Re-

portPThese data correspond to the...characteristics of scl-tools'at-

tended by the average white or average black elementary school

pupil in the sample, regardless o( th6 racial cornpositioin of the

school attended.
. It is very clear that tip until abb'ut ig5o, e black schools hadi

Substantially shorter annual sessions than cd -schools as a whole

r."11
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TABLE. .3 School Terri aod...Attenclance for- Illack und White, Students, 1919-1955 ,

.
4.

., .'k 1919-20 1929-30 :1939710 , 1949-50 1965-66 a' -

0
< .

.: R . .

'8
9
-v

kerage Nutuber of 'Days'. .: lt,-.

-: Schools in Sessifiti
,- a) Black sehnols .

.14 'Ail schotils .. '

,
,-:i.--

.
.,

119 .332 156 :',173 '-'....:'11,77
162. 173 :t: n5 178 '179

--- c) Elemeptaty schtmls'attended
.- by average black . .

,--. _ ,,-...- 4 _
.4): Plevaelttaryschbols attended .. b

byaverage white ,
.,, ........., , _...... . -: :.

.

Pereentof
. Average Daily Attendauee

Black Schools
b) All schools
c). Schoolv attult(lcd bY ,

.aVerago.black
...d) Schools attended by .

AvelLige.,white

4

. 75

,

4.. f

85 85
89 89

79

. .93

95

Siiuncy.z. C6ivipiled by Wekkilltaek-Witite iletnrus..to ...._..mo...1g,".900 -bum vatious issues ot U.S. Department of
Health, Edlicatfini, and Welfare, Biennial Survey al Education ler 1019-20 to 1953-54.Data for .1965-4(1 are taken
11.4MI 01141.111411k., et. al::: Equalityof Educational- Oppodunity, Supplemental Appendix, li#16..

.
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in the United States. To a large degree this pttern conformed
with the needs for black farm labor and the length of the growing
season in the rural South. As .blacks moved from rnral to urban
areas and as the,states standardized the length Of the school ses-

* sion, the two patterns tended to converge. The 19491954 period
.shows' little difference 'between races on this, measure, and the
1965-1966 Coleman data are almost identical for the two groups.
A similar convergence is found for the rate of attendance for
white and ,blaCk students. The percentage a students in average
daily attendance' rose for both groups, with amore 'rapid rise for
black students and a tendency toward convergence. Although

there was an eight to eleven percentage point difference in this

meastTre "in favor of whites in the 1920-1930 data, there was only

a two- percentage point difference in 1965-106 with attendance
rates having risen for both groupS substantially.

The convergence of schooling.characteristics is also evident in
an examination of- patterns of remuneration of instructional staff
and of instructional expenditures in Table 4. The early salary data
suggest that teachers in segregated black schools were receiving
considerably lower salaries than these in southern white schools.

By 1965-1966, the Coleman data sugg'est, salary levels of instruc-
tional staff in the South and for the country as a whole were sim-
ilar between schools attended by the average white and black

student:
g*,

Sitice much' of the' difference in school expenditures is deter-
mined by salary levels, it is not surprising to find that school ek-

Tenditures followed a similar pattern, particula:rly for schools in
the South. In 1931-1932 the average per-pupil expenditure in
black schools Was only about _one-third of that of southern white
schools, and even the latter was only abonconc-half the national

average. By the time of the Brown decision, the average per-pupil
expenditure in black schdols had risen toabout 6o percent of that

in southern whiteschools, and the expenditure in the latter schools
was libout two-thirds of the national average. According to the

14
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TABLE .4 Aver* Instructional S-alaries and 'Expenditures for Negro and White Students,
1919-1966

o

1919-20 1929-30 1939740 1949750 1953-54 19(5-66f. 8ge_____H_____
A. erage Salary Per X

Instiuctiomd Stall Member . w<

4. a) Black schools
b) Southern *bite schools
c) All schools

$

871

$

1420

$ 601 4
1046

1441

4. a) Black schools $ $ $ 601 4
b) Southern *bite schools 1046
c) All schools 871 1420 1441

$ 21,43 $ 2861
CD

3384 -,r- CD

3010 3285
d) Average black student (I)

in South $ 5221 g
e) Average white student 3

A a
in South

Refers to 1931-103a. h Instroctimiel expenses only. r Plemeptary level.

Bounce: Compikd by Welch "Black-White &nouns to Schooling," tom from various' issia of U.S. Department of
FAIncetkm end Welfare, Biennial Snowy of Education for 1919-2o to 1953-54. Palo for ore taken

froggiColemon, It, a/.1 Equality. of EthreatIonal Opportunity, Svpknoental Appendix, 1 fAi.
. .""

age white student (
in South 28;
Average black student

3
386

g) Ai,eragt white student . r - 427

f) ...._

Bounce: Compikd by Welch "Black-White &nouns to Schooling," tom from various' issia of U.S. Department of
FAIncetkm end Welfare, Biennial Snowy of Education for 1919-2o to 1953-54. Palo for ore taken

froggiColemon, It, a/.1 Equality. of EthreatIonal Opportunity, Svpknoental Appendix, 1 fAi.
. .""
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,Coleman,data, the average current educational expenditures for
.,black students in elementary schools in the South had risen to
about ale same level as that 'for whites by 1,165-1966. Therewas,
still a difference in favor 9f wilites, though, On a national level.

That lower instructional salaries dal- expcnditures for black
pupils were translated into poorer quality educ tional services is
documented -by Horace Mann Bond and others. Bo ported on
the rather dismateducational provisions that blacks faced in tbt
mos. The data collected by Bond.and those available from other
sources are consistent in showing that black schools typically had
piltrer physical plants, fewer staff relative to enrollMents, inade-
quate instructional materials, and less-qualified teachers-than did
the white schools. For example, while about 6o percent of teach-,

'ers in the white schools of the South had at least four years of
college in 1939-1g4o, only about one-third of teachers in the black
schools had this level of preparation. in Mississippi the disparity
was greater with 62 percent for the, white schools and.g percent
for the black ones."

The pattern of educational .resources between schools serving
placki and whites seems to have been one of large divergences in
favor of whites up to the thirties, with a rapid convergence to-
wards equality by the fifties and sixties. Whether the, tendency
toward equality suggested by the Coleman data is accurate is a
matter of some controversy. For example,. fhe Coleman data for
school expenditures hav-e been questioned because they are based
on school district averages that mask differences an.iong.schools
within a district." To the degree that higher salarie4 teachers and'
more of other resources were being allOcated to tlume schools with
predominantly white enrollments within saw)t districts, tht:

'school district averages would riot uncover Ow true ihequalities
favoring white students. Studies Of intradistrict sch(H)l resource
allocation in Chicago and in Washington. D.C., in the sixtit:,s
found that expenditures were higher in samols attended by
whites." Further, an extensive ronalysis of Coleman ata fin. the

1 6
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490 Have We Overcome? )

large cities found that.. the per-pupil . expenditure( on .4achers"
salaries were directly related to the proportion of whites enrolled
in the School."

Nevertheless, a large,. number of resources in the Coleman studv
were measured on a school-by-school basis, and most of these sugi-

gest a general parity between Schools attended by whites and
blacks. With the possible exception of teacher rate and teaCher
verbal score, ttere did not appear to be significant differences in
resources in -the original Coleman analysis or id the' subsequent
reanalysis." Howeyer, there may still have existed important dif-
ferences in school expenditures favoring whites*within large cit-

. -les, and on a national basis the Coleman data suggest that school
expenditures for.the average white student exceeded those of the
average black studeift by about 10 percent. .4

There have been.no syMematic studies of school eharaderistics,
by race, .that,would enable us to ascertain what has bappened 'in
the 'last decade. Since 1965-1966, the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act has provided compensatory educOon expenditures
for' children from low-income backgroundS,. and ,the states have
provided such _programs too. These programs wodd likely have
an equalizingeffect on educational expenditures between blacks
and whites; because a higher proportionsof black students areaL
iroM families .that meet the criteria for elikibility. However, there
is considerable evidence.that local school distficts haV'e substitut-'
ed compensatory educational funds in place of support that would'.
have been provided frolic state and local soutces.". Thus, the de-.
gree of. equalization er even the possibility of higher spending for
blacks for such funaing is not passible to ascertain. .Many of the
states have been pressed 1.141 the courts to, provide fairer...systems-,

of state educational finance among districts." To the degree2 that
higher proportions of blacks live th those districts that will benefit

r
most from the new arrangemetits, there may be a rekent..tendency
towards greater parity for black students. Finally, the general dif-
fusion of black college students from the traditional black colleges

.4
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to a broader vnge of colleges and universities has probably', had
the effect.of improving the quality of instruction for black college

, students in the lait fifteen ,years. The majority of the black col-.
s were-struggling-and underfinanced alternatives to the white-.

segregated systems of higher education that typified the South
and border states.7 While they served a very important and je-
roic Cole.in providing postsecondary opportiinities for black youth
who Avere neglected by other instituttons, their material poverty
has been a tremendous handicap in providing first-rate instruc-
tional opportunities." ,

" A final indicator of thivivality qf thcloschooling experience for
blacks is the degree to which their education has taken place in a,
desegregated environment. .

Th lehistorical pattern of sc b ol,segregation and d esegregation
for the Unitesl States has re, y been two different Patterns, oir
for, the North and one for the South. At the time of the 'Brown

. ..... ..decision, laws. of some" seventeen southern and border states as
well as the District of Columbia required segregated schools.
Until the ettd of World War II a number of other states practiced

" school segregation as will. In the decade following Brown, very

. littlg progress was made in t,he South towards desegregation:The
Supreme Court did not rule on how desegregation Was to he im-
plemented until the second Brown decision io 1955. That edict
declared that desegregationshould take place under the juriSdic-
Von of federal district courts 'with all deliberate speed," and it
.permitted delays if local school boards colkld "establish that such
time is necessary in the public interest."1"/

gven without this basis for .delay, the states and local school

. districts that were 'affected by Brotvn tried all kinds of plc)So....e.ind

circurfiventipus to avdid. the implementation of BrOwn. he dec-
ade from 1954 to 1964 was a decade of recalciyance and non-
compliance by southern school authorities, with the greatest
..resistance in the states of the-Deep South. In 1964, only about 9

4,

percent of the 3.4 million. students in the southern ,and border
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states were attending desegregated schools, and only 1.2 percent
of the students in the eleven states of the South were enrolled in .

.desegregated schools(e Bv 1968 the situationhad improved sub-
stantially, as reflectediln Table 5. whiCh shows the racial composi-
tion for scliools attended. by blacks from 196S-1972. In 1968, some
18 percent of black pupils iOthe South werein slid' schools.

. In contrast, the post-1954.years saw the developMent increas-
ingly in the North and Vt4t7 of.ungiation Patterns of whites from
central cities to suburbs and blacks from the rural South to the
citiesof the North and South. These migration patterns created-
heavy concentrations of. blacks and other minorities in the north-

. ,
ern cities, so.that_ the enrollments of thelarge city schools began
to redect these racial compoptions. Further, often blacks resided.
in "ghettos" far rernoved from the white areas of the cities tan d
school districts, so that neighborhood schools were far more seg-
regated than even the Overall composition o( pOpu\hion might
reflect:For 1965 the Coleman surVey found that' the average black
sixtli-grader was in a clio(ein which, over three-quarters of the
students were black.4V-

Moreover, the tendency towards greater 'racial .concentration in
the schookmf. the. North was portenjed by a continuing outflOw
of ,whites fioin the cities, partially a response to efforts-made.to
desegregate the ciky schools through busing and the use of other
approaches.22 As:Table 5 indicates, in 1968 only About 28- percent
of black students in the thirty-two states of the North and West
were attending schools wit'h minority enrollments of less than so
percent. But by 1970, the progress in ,the South had created a
higher level of desegregation in the South than in the North:Al-
thoughindividual northern districts had engaged in desegregation
efforts, others were becoming more segregathd over time:Thus,
theoverall picture did not change appreciably betwee.n.,1968 and
972, ,

While the schools of the South have exp6ienced extensive.de-
segregation over the last decade or so, the schools of the North

1 9
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TA Hi .k. 5 Blaelik,Sclioof .E.prallment by. Ceographie Area

illhiek Pupils AttendingSehools Which Are:,

C#749.9% 509.9% '80-100%
Pupils . Kftnority , Minority Minority _

`Geogr,apliic Total
Area . 'It .Pupils. Numlier. "..% : Nu1;-kher ' % Numher %

, Number , . % .
Continental U.S. , ..

1988 '' 43,3543,568i' 1970 44,919,403. .

1972., - 44,646,625,
-32 North &Wats

6+282,173
.6,712,769
6,796,238.-

14.5.
14.9
15.2,

'1,407,291
2,225,277

' : 2,465:A77

23.4
33.1

36.3

1968' 28,579,766. 2,703,056 9.5 .., . 746;030 27.6
1970 . 30,1/t.,132 3,188;231 'io.6 . : 889,294 27.6
1972 If Y29,916,241 3,250,806 10,9 .919,30 .48.3

IL Smith" ,

1968
, t 1.043,485

. -.

2,942,960 26.6 5401xj2 38.4
1970 11,054,4031. 2,883,891 26.1 1,161,027 40.3
1972 .. 10,987,68o . 2,894,603, 26.3 1,339,14(1 46.3

6 Border SI 1).C. ,

j 968 3,,30,317 636,157 17.1 180,569 28.41970 ., ,, . 3,724,8(17 640,667 17.2 .183,956 28.7
1972 1742,703 -51 650,828 17.4 206.844 31.8

_

540,421 8.6 4,274,461 68.0
1,172,883 17.5 '134629 49.4
1,258,280 18.5 3,072,581 45.2

.

,406,568 . 15.0 1,550,44° 57.4
502555 15.8 1,805,382 56.6
512,631' .15.8 .1,818,782 55.9

.
;,

84,418 2.8 4,j17,850' . 76.8
61(072 21:1 -':, 1,112,792 38.6
69%899 .23.8. :864,564 ' 29.9

49,417 7.8 406,171 63.8° m
60,256 9.4 396.455 .01.9 01,,

54,i49 8.4 s, 389,235 59.8
.

. r',Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Idaho, Olin* bidtaba, towii, kansas, Maine, Massaelmsetts, Michi- 01gan, Minnesota, Montana, Nebra;ka, Nevada, New thimpshire; Nei, Jersey, New Mexico, Nevi York, North Dakota, Ohio, j:Oregon, Pennsylvania, lilithle Island, South Dakota, Utah, Vermont, WAshingtom Wisconsin, Wyoming.. 10 Alakuna, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, I.,ouisiuna, .Mississippl,..Norili earolirta, Smith Giuolimr, Tennessee, Texas., Vir-9 Oda. , -...# ,

0 Delaware, District of Columbia, Kentheky, Maryland, Missouri,- Qkliitmerta, Mot
1

Virginbi.

,

Souncx: U.S. CominktitrrOon Civil Bights, Equality of Educatiomi Opporlunity. 48.
. .
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have threatened tOs became increasingly segregated. Certainly,

this Is the lonverm trend in'the northern cities, and it is argued

that 'efforts to desegregate schools in those cities have simply

served to increase the.iate of. "winte flight." An expert on this
sUbject, larl Taeuber. has argued drat: "Until there is a much

pore even distribution of blacks and whites among central cities
and -suburbs, segregation indexes for petropolitan areas cannot

fall.'13
A summary of the edtuAtional experiences of blacks would sug-

. .

gest a cOnvergenee of school' characteristics betwect those at-
.,

tended by black and white Students oVer the last four r five

decades. -Based on such ineasures ai teacher salarics,, length of

school session, attendance patterns, and expenditures, there 'was

a movement towards'equality even in the pre-Brown era. Since

1954 there seems to have been a continuing dimunition of the gap
\ between schools attended by blacks and thoSe attended by whites

for those .characterist4os that are measurable, With. Tespect to 'the

racial coniposition Of school enviromenti, theie has been a strong

movement eowards desegregation in the South with relatively little

movement in the North and a long-run/tendency in urban areas

towards resegregation in both North and South. In 1972, almost

half of all black students were attending schools that were be-.
tween So percent and ioo perCent minority according to Table 5.

A final-concern on inequalities in educational experiences is the

degree to which they have ...affected such outcomes as student
achievement.' In this respect we are handicapped in a number of

'ways. First, long-term studies of studenrachievement between

. blacks and Whites are not available. Second, although the test

scdres of blaCk students tend to he lower than white ones, it is

not clear that the measures are racially unbiased. Finally, the sta-

tistical evidence on the relation between test scores and earnings

is weak for both races, but it appears to be virtually nonexistent

for blacks on the basis of recent studies.24 That is, differences in

measured achievewent seem to have little power in explaining

dilferepces in,earnings.

2
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CONVERGENCE IN EDUCATION. Based on both the analySis of edu-
cational achievement as .reflected in the amount of schooling corn,
pleted and the characteristics of 'that schobling; it appears that

° there hats been a strong tendency for the education of.11acks and
Whites to converge. However, average educational atainments
for black males are still about two or three decades behind thcise

-of white males. While school characteristics experienced by the
two races have tended to cont.rge, there wat still an apparent
expenditure giip in favor of whites in- 45-1966, and in mpg
almost two-thirds of blacks were attending schools 'that had stu-*

dent bodies' composed of at least 50 .percent minority students.
Ttius; while substantial equalization in edu-cational attainments
and experiences haS occurred between:.lhe races, according to
several measurecthere still,exists a-serious gap.

,.Racial Differences in Earnings
;The purPose Of ,this section is to present the relative pattern of
earnings for black and white males for the. relnt past in order to
compare this trend with that in education. Before 'displaying in-

e formation on' this phenomenon:it is important to point out the
reasons for restrictin i he analysis to earnings data for males rath-
er than such alternat e measures as fainily income or.income and
earnings fp l. both races. AS 'we noted in a previons section, the
focui on male earnings is based on the fact that women are less

'likely to' partiCipate in labor markets and .are more likely to work
on i part-time basis as well as on a-p. %iodic basis over their adult
years., The result is. that -histoeical piterns of earnings data for(t,
women will disPlay cultural changes, in labor force participation
and work patterns'that are more likely to 'confound the interPreta-
tion of historical trends in earnings ,between the' two races, In
contest, male labor force behavior tends to be more dearly stable
over time. .

11

Second, the analysis will be limited to earnings rather than total
income. Total incorne is deriVed from both property ownership
and from the labor market; Since, thejdirect effect of education on

. ' .

J.

22
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income will be attributalile to 1 pact on labor earnings of an
,

.
individual, it is important to restrict the- analysis to earnings
(which comprise about four-fifths of .total income). Finally, *it is
important to note that, the trends that are observed for malesmav
differ considerably from those for females and'especially for farfk-
ities. For example, family income depends not only on the earn-
pigs and other income of individual, breadwinners,' but ako on
the sex and number of breadwinners in the family: Even if there
wereincreasing parity in the earnings and intonies of ;lacks rela-
tiye to whites, a relative increase in the number Of families that
are headed by a single breadwinner and etspecially a female
breadwiimer onld reduce the ineoenes of blaCk families relative
to. white Ones. his explains the apparent paradox that although
the earnings of both blatk males and females have risen relative
to their white counterparts since 1964, the .relative incomes of
black families have fallen over part of this peridd.23- ,

- Table 6 shOws the ratids of median Wage and -salary income.by
race, for years for which data are available between 1947 and ,
1975. In interpreting this table it is important' to recognize that
traditionally the relative economic status .of blacks has risen and
fallen with the vicissitudes of the business cycle. III times of pros-
perity and high employment, blacks have beemi more likely to
obtain full-time jobs and occupational mobility. than when eco-
nomic eonditions were bad, a manifestation of the lasthired and
first-firedSYntlrome.2" Thus, particularly during World War II
and the Korean War with their sUrges in employment levels:
blacks advanced economically relative to whites only to fall back
in the postwar years:-

.,

What is striking about the pattern (*earnings isthe degree to
which relative wages'and salaries Of blacks have risen since the
early sixties-. Although,even in 1975 the overage earnings of black
male ,workers were only abont.73 percent of those of their whit
counterparts, the figure wastnly 57 percent as late as 1963. Sorne
-what more encouraging is the fact that there ,sr ems to be no,.evi-

j
23
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TABLE 6 Ratios for Median Male Wage and Salary .Income, by
Race for Selected Years, 1947-1975 4 :

,
.

Year

. Wage and Salary Earnings'

All Workers Full-Time Workers

_, . Black Males° Black Males

White Males .- White Males

1947
1951
1955
1959

.1963"
1967
1969
1973
1974
1975

.543'

.580

'568
.639
.666
.695
.709
.734

.64o°
N/A:
.635
.612 .

.654

.675

.694
.719
.736

.769

*Data are for all individuals 4inirteen years old and over.
b Black refers to Negro and other races.
0 Data refers to 1946 urban and rural nonfamr.

Soyncz: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of tipe Census, Current
Population, Reports as .summarized in Smith and Welch, 'Race Differences in

-.Earnings,.

dence of a relative decline in the black/white eariiings ratiO for
the.recession of the early seventies, a performance that has defied
the traditional movement of earnings between the races over the
business cycle." That is, it appears that the upward trend in the
late sixties was' not merely cyclical. -.

In summary, the earnings of black males have risen dramatical-
ly relative to' those of white males, especially since. 1963. How-
ever, a with the educational pattern,, the advantage of whites is

conssiderable. Further, there exist differences in the black/
white einitigs ratios.of males accordins to region, education, and
age of workers? ;fable 7 shows such ratios Wage and region for

et .

%Cr
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TABLE 7 Black/White Earnings Ratios, of %les by Age ahd
Region (All Workers) for Selected Years, 1967-1974

40

^ Age 196. 1970 '1972 3974

All Regions

21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60

.715

.584
658
.528
.591

.715

.631

.'58o

.583

.626

.765
.654'
:622

593
.658

.760

.688

.628

.636
.667

Northeast

.789
.707
.606

,635
.681

.793
.749

717°6 ,
ii

.745
.742

2173o

31-40
41-50

21-60 '.667.

.819

.671
.616
:602.

.774.
.697
.68o

. 618
.690

!4"..North Central

21-30' .834 .g55 .8o6 738

31-40 .732' /07 .732' .765

41-50 .676 -. .685 .723 .765
4.

51-6o .
.764 .744 .734

4 21-6o .713 .748 .755 .795

South.

21-30 .6-37 .631 .729 .688

31-40' .486 .633

41-50 .490 .5o5 .561 .554

51-6o .512 .530 .511

21-60 .519 .555 .614 .593

West ;-

21-30 .781 .830 ' 4.. s.a06 .783

31-40 685 .760 .4,0.1510 .77.2

41-50
51-6o

.-....P.... ,
.765
.678

.735

.619
.675

,

.630

21-6o_
.711 76 .727 .733

Souncz: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau
Population Surveys, 1968-1975 AS summarized in

Differences in Esimings, 7.

25

of the Census, Current
Smith and Welch, Race

4.
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all workers.for selected years. from 1967-1974. Among the notice-
able patterns #are the relatively greater earnings parity among:
'Younger workers and within the regions outsid6 the South. Thus,
theconvergence of -earnings b,etween the two races has affected

.ffrent groups of workers differently, even though the overall
.- movement is towaraa closing of the earnings gap..

...i.Education **Other Causes ofthe Convergence in Earnings
Before' eXplOring the impacts of Brown on, both education and

. .

eatningsvattenis,_ it is necessary" to asstss the possible cauSes of
:1,..e9,11.vetgt:ice in earnings in recent years between blacks and

hitesl.Three..principal explanations have been posited. First, as
and quantity of educational attainments and experi-

,-:, :#60s:h.ave\tOnverged between the races, labor market productiv-
4y.:..(atiiid .hence earnings) has also bet-Ome, more nearly equal

.

."1;)ets'veel.tilaCks and whites. Second, as blacks have migrated from
qyver-wage South to otherY regions.of the country, their rela-
,,

earnings have improved because the wage levels and the .re-
w rds fo any particulur4leVel of education are greater OuAide
tice South./The thirci major explanation. is that labor markeedis-
crimination against bliacs ha§ decreased substantially over time
ith a:resultant iinprovement in their relative earningrt Let"us
acicitess each of these in turn.

As e. hatee.noted, there has been a long-run .tencfbncy .for black
educational'attainrnents and expetiences to converge.

Econwists translate this phenor.nenon into a straightforward
"human ;capital" explanatitm for declining'earnings,.dikerentials."
Differences in, the quality and quantitaf education are assumed

. A0 to represent- human .capital investments that create differences in
labo,Lproductivity. Assuming competitive labor markets,with full
.semployment, very large nuMbers oepotential employers and ern,-
ployees,: perfect information ,on alternatives, mobnitv of' factors
of production, and profit maximizing, behavior among large num-
bers of Competing firms,. it is presuIned that ,individuals always
receive the value of their contritution to productio.n.

4.
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,

Of course, these assumptions omit the realities lef pcial dis-
..crimination, high levels of unemployment, relatively few emplek,,
pis ir a particular 'hibor inarkets7441. de unions, minimum wages,
and other factod :that iMpede perft.cpOmpetition..In any event,
the implication of the theory is that as the quality of education
and the number of wears- c;i kliteation have converged between
blacks. and v4iites,..the relative productivity of 'blacks hlis 'risen
and has been tianslated into higher relative earnings.

The migration0explailation is also straightforvard. Not only
have the relatiVetarnings.of blacks been 141 outside the South,

,b14t the absolute level of earnings has als'o been considerably high-.
er. This means that a movement from the(South to other sections
of the country_ for blacks relative to whites woUld improve the
LI L Loiaciawni3 earnings ratio. At, the turn of the century some 90
perceni_ of blacks livedln the South, but by 1970 the proportion.
was slightly greater than half.r Especially between 194o and
.196o there were significant outflOws of blacks from the South to
other regions. Likewise,. the historical movenient of blacks from
rural to urban locations, especially within the South, would have
a similar 'effect.

The third explanation is that labor market discrimination against
blacks has diminished in the post-1964 period so that occupation,.
al opportunities and earningk have improved for blacks relative
to whites.31 It will be recMled that a numlier of important pieces
of civil rights legislation were passed in, th 6. early sixties, Jnost
importantly The Civil Rights Act of 1964 ;which prohibited em-
ployment and wage discriNination on the' basis of race. These
laws were bbth initiated 'and supported in their irnplementation
by civil rights political activists. Further, a variety- a government
agencies began to monitor hiring practices' gcneffdly'as well as to
enforce policies of4rdiscrimiliation in government hiring and
wiomotions and injndustries receiving goVernment contracts.
WHICH EXPLANATION IS MpST CONSISTENT WITH THE EVIDENCE?

On the sUrface;the evidence could easily support more than one

p.
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eirplanation. All .the historical 'changes have taken Place simul-
taneously and in the same direction. That is, the relative Improve-
ments in education, the mobility of blacks from rural to urban
areas and from the South to other eegions, and the pressures to
?educe: racial discrimination have all been preoent through the
period of analysis. For this, reaSon, effects may be difficult to sep-
arate and an advocate of any particular view might weigh more
heavily the effects of one trek than another in drawing conclu-
sions. Certainly, this may be true in the present caie where some
analysts attribute most of the increase in relative earnings of
blackS to the improvement in the quality of the black educational
experience, while others attribute it to a reduction in labor market
discrimination.32

In general, it is agreed that the leait important explanation for
the improvement in relatiVe earnings in the post.1964 period is
that of migration. To a large extent the major changes in the re-
gional and urban-rueal distributiöns of blacks had already taken
pl4ce prior tO the midsixties. While these movements are still evi-
dent, they have been much more gradual in recent years than the
ratherprecipitous changes of the forties and fifties.

A major recent report has argued that the most important cause
of the reduction in the black/white earnings ratio is the conver-tgence in Liman capital" between ragVespicially by way of ed-
ucation.33 ince blacks have obtained relatively greater increases
in educational attainments and educational quality over time with1. ..

a resultant narrowing of the educatienal gap, between races, it is
expected .that the ratio of black to white earnings would have
risen. Statistical support for this expectiktion is found in the fact
that younger blacks and whites show more nearly equal earnings
than dO racial comparisons anwng older groups of males; as re-
flected in Table 7. Further, even when 'we view the earnings dif-
f rential at any particular level of educational attainment lietween

e races, there is a smaller racial difference in earnings between
the younger and more recently educated cohorts than' among

4.
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older cohorts whose educational quality is- of a less recent "vin-
tage. It is argued, that both these findings would be predicted
by the human c. ..ital interpretation of racial differentials in earn-
ings. That is, the youngest blacks show "productive" character-
istics that are more similar to those of whites than among their
older cmmterparts. Finally, there is some evidence of a rise in the
.earnings associated with additional education for young blacks at
'the college level refAtive to whites, reinforcing the view that the
rising quality of black education is, improving the relative earn,
ings.of 'black males."

In contrast, the role of diminished wage and employment dis-
crimination is dismissed as a salient explanation. Smith and/Welch
argue that indirect statistical tests for these effects are not sup-
portive of changes in that relation. While acknowledging that
isolated cases may exik in which reductions in discrimination
(usually under the threat of legal action) and affirmative action
might have been productive in improving the relative status of
blacks, the authors assert that 'there was no widespread effect of
any substantial magnitude. These conclusions are drawn on the
basis of statistical analyses of the employment and wage patterns
of government agencies and those private industries that are seen
as most susceptible to government enforcement, firms that derive
substantial portions ofikeir sales from government purchases. The
atithors are neither impressed by their own evidence of rising
proportions of- blacks in government and privthe industries that
are heavily dependent upon government sales, nor do they find a
powerful statistical impact of thole situations on the rising black-
white earnings ratio. Indeed, they have argued against trie validity
of earlier studies that showed more, powerful statistical evidence
of reduced discrimination in accounting for rising black-white
earnings ratios."

While theseresults are plausible, they are not convincing. In
fact:a reasonable scrutiny would show that they are internally in-
consistent and represent only a selective interpretation of a rela-
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tively.limited scope, while ignoring evidence tihato contradicts the
unian capital explanatipn. A 'more complete evaluation tends to

suppotthhe view that a perfrasive reduction in racial discrimina-
tion b)r employers in the 14 sixties and early seventies seems to

-.dom. ate the observed patt ns, although it is probable that some
smaller, portion of the equali ation *as attributable to the con-
vergence in educational patten between races.

Moi.e speCifically, the conve ence in educational patterns be-
tween the races has taken place or at least the last fifty years. For
example, Table 3 shows a rather dramatic increase in the length
of the schOol session and attendance of blacks relative to whites
from 19go to 1950, and there 'is good reason to believe that equali-
zation of other school resources was taking place as well oyer this
period. Further, the amount of schooling that was, being com-
pleted by males between the two races was converging more
rapidly in the'decades prior to 1950 than in the subsequent period.
If the human capital vigy is correct, there should have been a
concomitant reduction in the earnings gap between the two 'races
following the entry of relatively better e ucated blacks into the
labor market and the earnings. cOnve ce should have begun
far earlier in this century. Yet, econ'Mzic historians Fogel and
Engerman conclude that "the (gap between wage payments to
blacks and whites in comparable occupations increased steadily
from the immediate post-Civil War decades down to the eve of
World' War II, and studies of the relative occupational positions
of blacks from early in the century until 196o show no improve-
ment except in the tight labor market situation of World War II.31
Thus, the .htrman callital interpretation seems to be applied in an
ad hoc 6shion to 1964 and beyond.. while ignoring the lack of

eqfializatlim during the first half of thist century when
the trend towards educational equalization was much more dra-
matic.

A sedond ad hoc argument is the support asserted for the hu-
man capital interpi-etation by the rise in returns to blacks for

11,
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each year of college elative to whites, in. the post-1964 .period.
The. human Capital t eory would predict rising ielative earnings
of blacks for each year of schooling completed, whether at the
elementary-secondary level or college level, as long as there were

.a convergence Of educational quality at both levels betWeen blacks
and whites. But the returns to elementary and secondary educa-
tion between .white and black males shifted from a situation of
equal dddItional earnings for each year of elementary and sec-
ondary schooling between races in 1967 to a doubling of returns
in, favor of'whites by 1974. Instead of the convergence predicted
by human capital theory, there was a powerful divergence in the
direction of higher white earnings. The 196o-1970 comparisons
also show no tendency-toward convergence."

Additionally, one must question the literal translation_ of .the
higher returns for college training to blacks than to whites in
1970. The human capital explanation would imply that the qualiity
of college experience of blacks had improved so immensely. that
it exceeded that of whftes--that tly labor market productivity of
blacks with college training was greater than the productivity (Cf
their white counterparts:The facts hardly argue for the view that
blacks were receiving superior college instructio09 A more.rea-
sonable interpretation is that black labor market entrants with
college training benefited more from the affirmative actioi) efforts
in the workplace of the post-1964 period than did blacks with
only elementary or Secondary school experience.

A thild challenge to the human capital explanation is found in
Table 7 which presents. the black/white earnings ratios of males
by age and region: If we examine the 51-6o-year-old age group
for all regions, we see that the black-white ratio rose Iran .528 to
.6o6 (11 increase of about 15 percent), while the ratio rose for the
21-30-year-old group from .715 to .760 (an increase of only 6 per-
cent). Yet, it is hard to argtie that in each successive year the
blacks in the older population were obtaining more education
relative to their white counterparts. Further, let us assupie that
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the 512L6o-year-olds in 1974 had the 4-anie educational composi-
tion between races as the 41-50-year-olds had in 1967. That is, by
1974 most of the 41-5,0-year-old group -from 1967 would have
joinerthe 51-60-year-old group. Using the' human capital inter-
pretation, Ave would expect the 51J-6o-yea4"-old group in 1974 to
have the black-white earnings ratio of the younger group some
seven years earlier, or .558, by assuming that the higher black-
white earnings ratio for the 41-50-year-old cohort in 1967 is due
to'a clOser parity 'between races in education than one would find
for the 5i-to-year-obis at that time. But, by the time most of the
41-50-year-olds in 1967 have joined the 51-6olear-olds in. 1974,
the black-white earnings ratio has risen far beyond .558 to .6o6.
If we attribute the increases in the rate 9f .030 for the 51--6o-year-
olds from .528 to .558 to the better educational attainments and
experiences of'blacks, there is still a larger gap of .048 to be ex-
plained by an improliemeot that is independent of education.
That:is, at least 60 percent of the gain between ag67 and 1974 in
the black-white earnings ratio for 51--6o-year-olds cannot be at-
tributed to black gains in education. This fact, in combination
with the fact that older cohorts of blacks gained relatively more
in this poriod than younger ones, suggests that an improvement
in the position of blacks was far more pervasive thanthe educa-
tional explanation and would be far more consistent with a broad
reduction in job discrimination for-blacks generally.

Under this interpretation, the lower black-white earnings ratio
for older males would be attributable to greater relative discrimi-
nation agaidst blacks who are inore experienced. At labor markq
entry, wages and Salaries tend to be relatively more equal between
races becaust of the equalizing effe&s,of lower variance in start-

. ing salaries, the Impact of minimum Wages. and the possibility
that whites are more likely to enter on-thejoh training programs
with relatively low wages until their training is completed. Over
time The whites are more successful in obtainiL occupational
mobility and promotions, as 'much of the discrirm ation against
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blacks takes the form of not placing blacks in supervisory posi-

t tions over Whites. With a reduction in discrimination and an in-
crease in affirmative action, there is- improvement in the relative
earnings of blacks among all age cohorts, but the basic structure
of pait discrimination 'in occupational attainments by race is. still
refledted in the data.-

0

This interpretation is also reinforced by the fact that, earlier
studies of occupationalattainments and earnings of blacks showed
less systematic relationS between klucation and work experience
than more recent ones. It is not that blacks simply were receiving
lpwer returns to education and to experience in the pre-1964
peritid. Rather, tbese factors seemed to'figure less systematically
into the determination of labor market success for blacks than for
whites, a pattern thAt is cnsistent with discrimination agarnst
race per se. Thus, Hgnoch in his study of earnings found highly
irregular statistical patterns for blacks relative to whites in the
relations between earnings on the one hand and education and
age on the other:Duncan and his associates founcl a similar weak-
ness in attempting to exPlain occupational attainments of blacks
relative to whites in 1962. But, in their data collected in 1973,
Featherman and Hauser found that the power of family back-
ground variables and schooling to explain occupational attain-
ments of blacks had approached that for Nvh i t es."

Finally, if much of the improvement of earnings for black males
is-attributable to a general decline in job discrimination against
blacks, the technique of comparing firms that are most susceptible

(It to government-enforced affumative action with other firms iskot
an appropriate test. That is, if the values and attitudes of ,ern-

ployers towards racial discrimination have been changing
throughout thd soctetY, tfien such a comparison will always under-,

state the reduction in discrimination. This problem has long
existed in the analysis of the effects of unions on wage levels. If
enough firms in an industry are unionized, the nOnunion firms
may have to raise wages to compete. for workers with the union
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,e firms. Aceordingly, a compa tson of wages between unionized
and nonunionized firms may show nodifference, even though

.botb sets of firms have wages than they would in-the ab-
sence of unions. If most e oyers were stimulated$y civil Tights
activity, by antidiscrimin ion laws, and.by basic cfianges in pub-
lic opinion into modify g their radal hiring policies, then a corn-.
parison of employ nt and wagesby raceof government
agencies and, government contractors with other firms may show
little difference in racial employment and wage practices. `'

In summary, it appears that the improvement in the black-white
earnings ratios cannot be eaSily explained by the human capital
interpretation, in which most of the gains are attributed to better
education. Even when educational experiences were unalterd
between races, the gains in favor of blacks were large, and there

lare many contradictions to the application of the human capital
paradigm. Rather, the improvements in the black-white earnings
ratio were pervasive.and the shift appears to have been an abrupt
one coinciding 'with the intense civil rights activity and passage
of major civil rights legislation in the early and micidle sixties. In
the next section we will explore the possible effects of the Brown
decision oi these changes.

1The Impact of Brown
We have noted the comparative improvement in educatiorial
attainments and .experiences of black Americans over several
decades, as well as the dramiltie- rise in-the relative earnings ,of
black malg since 1964. I have argued that .the.particular pattern
Of convergence of black and white eittnings appears to contradict
the huMan capital interpretattnn that the black economic gains
were derived primarily from the educational ones. In this section,
we will turn to the role, of the Brotvn decision and itt impact on
both eduCational and econ0knic clmnges between the races. .

Brown has been viewed tradition:illy as first and foremost a
school desegregation decision, I will call this the orthidox view of'
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Brown. According to this criterion, the appropriate evaluation of

the impact bf Brown would consist of an assessment of the degree

to which it desegregated the schools; the economic, political, and .

psychological costs of such desegregation; a»d the impact, of the

desegregation on student achievement and attitudes, as well as on \

reside»tial location decisions. I will suggest that much of the
present frustration and disillusionment with Brown and the recent
criticisms of the Warren Court More generally are functions of
this narrow ;ocial interpretation of the decision."

In contrast, I will suggest a much broader. imlitict of Brown by

arguing that Brown was the catalyst that set off tl4e enormous
politi al, swcial, and economic changes in race relations of the

late ties and the sixties. I will attempt to trace briefly the nature

of the activities that followed Brown and their relation to these
changes. These include the southern reaction to Brown, the rise

in, black political activism, the passage of civil rights legislation
guariinteeing equal access to education, jobs, and housing, and
the major improvethen in Opportunities and outcomes for blaCk

Americans, including t shifts in race relations and in public
opinions.

Befdre proceetling, it is important to point out the long history

of institutional injustices leading up to the Brown deeision.42 De-

spite the passage of the Thirteeilili. Fourteenth, and Fifteenth
Amendments to the federal Constitron and of the Reconstruction

Act, the South was intent on setting out its own laws which would

continue to maintain blacks in subservient positions, economically

politically, legally, ancl soCially. Although many blacks had ob-

tained election to political offices in the decade- or so-following
the Civil War, this progress came to an end in the last quarter of
the nineteenth century. Through the use of the poll tax, literacy

tests, the gerrymandering of political districts, physical intimida-
tion, and .voting fraud, the black .became effectively disenfran-
chised throughout' most of fria-O-uth. Segregation had become the
rule, and the relation. of the "freed" blacks to whites was not un-
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like that experienced under slavery, with harsh sharecropping
andleasing arrangements creating a- subsisteq and dependent

.

black populace.

Discriminatory laws were given constitutional approval by the
well-knoWn decision in Plessy v. PergusOn in x80, in.which it
was decided that separate accommodations for blacks ana whites
in transportation facilities met the constitutional test as long as
such accommodations were similar for each race. Barely more
than three decades after emancipation, the highest court of th0
land had sanctioned thee separation of the races and the institu-
tions that we4 to serve them. Neighborhoods, schools, churches,
public *laces, and transportation facilities were divided along

Uial lines in which blacks were separated from whites by the
-Tfficial doctrine of the state. The symbol of these separat
tutions was the black bird or Jim Crow. The armed forces of the
nation were segregated as well as every other public institution,
and blacks had access only to the most menial jobs.

In every way the institutions were separate, but they were
hardly equal. We noted the inequalities in education that char-
acterized Jim Crow, and these were also reflected in virtually all
the other institutions that served blacics.. Second-class citizenship

awas enshrined in the daily experiences of white and black .Ameri-
cans, and many of the stigmas and experiences made their way.
North where a lesbiformal system of segregated instit'utions was
maintained. The acceptance of the 'system by both whites and
blacks .was heavily related to 'the attitudes and values and con-
sciousness created by a way of life that Seemed inevitable by
both the,dominant and the dominated. And he who violated the
system was subject to physical and economic sanctions or worse.
Throughout the first four aecades of the twentieth century, the
changes were few.

With the corning of World War II, labor markets 'became very
tight. Jobs opened for blacks that had not been available before.
With the availability, of jobs came increased migrations from
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[ural to urban areas and from South lir Nrth. Large numbers of
blaCk soldiers served in the armed forces, although in segregated
units. Folio " d Wall; blacks began to lose many of the
e0C0110fIlic, and (ktupation, gains olitained during the war, as labor
Markvts slackened. Although the white primary had .been de-
dared unconstitutional and bind; yoter6. registration had risen..
most blacks were still without the frrialuse. President TruMan
took a few steps toward racial equality by establishing the Com-
mittee on Civil Rights and desegregating the armed forces. Yet,
Jim Crow was-still firmly entrenched. Few_of Presklent Tsuman's
proposals from, his Committee on Civil flights emerged from con-.
gressional committees, and none w'as passed. While the stage had

;been set for massive change, tile event or events that would trig-
ger it had not arrived.

Leading up to Brown, the early fifties were characterized by a
total system of domination, aceepted by both whites and blaeks,
Partially because of familiarity and ,partially because of inevi-
tability and the accompanying belief system that What is familiar
and inevitable must not be challensed.43 And the outra 0.'tteces-

e
sarylo.provide the momentum for change was not yet% ix eig..In
his recent work Iniustice: The Social Bases of Obediediokwitik,
vOlt,. Barrington Moore, Jr. concluded: 44.

1,44 4 /%4

'-

People are evidently inelined tO grant legitimacy to anythlIng tt
is or seems inevitable no Matter how painful it may be: Otherwiw
tlie pain might be intolerable. The conquest of this sense of in-
evitability is essential to the development of politically effective
moral outrage. For this to happen, plople must.perceive and de-
fine their situation as the consequence of human injustice: a situ-
ation that they need not, cannot, and ought not to endure. By:
itself of course such a perception, be it a novel awakening or the
cOntent of hallowed tradition, is no guarantee of political and
social changes to come. But without some very considerable surgéT
of moral anger Such changes do not occur."

My contention is. that the.Brown decision was central to eliciting
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.theporal outrage that both blacks and whites were tfi feel and
express about segregation, and thistnew awareness set the stage
Tor the changes that were to follow. . .

.The initial NAACP -attaeks on Jim Crow schools searted in the
thirties. The attempts in those early years. were to equalke edu-
cational facilities and sa1aries.9.That is. the goal was to get the
states to lise up to the 'equality cbmpollent of the "separate but
equal- doctrine .with the hope that ultimately the state would find
the maintenance of an etival, dual school system too costly to
maintain. It was expected that the state might seek to integrate
the schools as the costs of resource equality for the separate sys-
tems mounted. By 1950 it' was clear that both the equalization
strategy and the integration 'one were failing, and the NAACP.
moved directly to constitutional.challeng6 of the segregated in-
stitutions themselves.'"

When. the Brown decision was announced in 1954 there was-

great support lw northerners, the northern media, and academics,
but the deciion was met lw open statemeicts of defiance and
rancor throughout the South. While black expectations for the
dismantling Of Jim Crow *institutions begau to rise. the South was
planning strategies to resist school desett're,4ation. After Rftv-four
weeks, tls . Supreme Conrt anded dow il its decision on how
Bro n was to be implement. . Placing elithit einunt inuJer. the

_D.

aegis of the federal district.courts, local 1 1 1tic.11,, I. .P 1,l1 ds were to be

given responsibility tO desegregate their. N'ehools '2with Al delib-

erate speed," and the boards could ivlitain dela% , if the% were
necessary in the -public interest."

The language wasIdeal for the tactics of .,tate :nid local gos ern-
riwnts in the South .and their substantial numlie.rs of white sup-
porters. Instead of responding ,I0 the letter .nul. spirit of the

Supreme Cintrt's interpretation of the 'Coustitutu in te South
reautfl\with .1 VtlIgc:Olcv to. ll% .111d all black cidisti.tileuts who
might posh for rillress.undci the law. Lot-al bl,n Ls %lio sned as
plaintiffs fatt it eron.:,,,i,. ,,,,,,,limus an(l ph%Nk.11 throats, And
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night-riders and the Klan reminded the blacks that the.old order
was not to be destroyed by a decision from urt in Washington,
D.C. Blacks ere dropped from voting rolls in some Oates. and
all the- Sontli _sought methods to circumvenrthe rnown ruling.47
The South was making .it clear to blacks that a new dav .Was not
dawning. and repression was the solution to any challenge to Jim
Crow.

But if blacks could not .get the federal Constitution and.the
NAACP. to :redress.-the injustices except through the lengthy
process of litigation, a new tactic had to be found. In the anger
and frustration of the immediate-Aftermath of Brown, the (only
response could be direct and collective political action. Six months
after Brown 11: a black seamstress 'and NAACP member, Rosa
Parks, refused to move to the back of a municipal bus to make
room for a white passenger. Un'cler the leadership of Mrs. Parks.'s
iistor, Martin Luther King, fr., the blacks of 'Montgomery, Ala-n

barna, retaliated by staving off the buses to boycott the system."
The boycott lasted for over .a year, and by its end the Supreme
Court had .struck down the legal segregation of transportation,
overturning the Plessy v. Ferguson decision of 180. This was the
new media age; with television permeating virtually every -com-
munity in 'America. The courage and, perSistence of .the blacks
who ,boycotted the public transpbrtation system ofibirmiktgham
had twO effects. Firit, they inspired a new strategy to complement
the fruits of litigation, direct political action at a grassroots level.".
Secnnd, these .attions made it very clear to whites outside the
South what Pim Crow was about. Most northerners had not grown
up in a society where discrimination and repression of blaoks were

so blatanOor discrimination in the North was much less tied to a
formal social contract than an informal one. This morality sug-
gested that blacks must be given equal rights under the law, but
prejudice within society was ajact of life that was less assailable.

Thus, a new coalition of blAcks and whites emerged to push
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for civil rightslegislation. And what could not be achieved juit a
decade before under Truman was accomplished:

. .
.

In 1957 Congress pissed its first civil rights bill in eighty yeats,
d in the next decade went on to pats three more. Even the bar-

rier of the Senate rules could not re train the momentum of the
Civil Rights movementpropelled by the Supreme Court deci-
sion outlaw*g .sChool segregation, by the nonviolent "Negro
revolution," and,by instances of white brutality witnessed by an .
entire nation on .television. By 1966 the Negroes' right to equal .-N
treatment in most- aspects of the national life was established in
lawwith the notable exception of fair housing legislation which
was not enacted until 1968. After that, there remained the harder
problem of converting equal rights into truly equal opportunity.",

And rising to the challenge pf "enforcing" the law were the

direct political actions of siting, boycotts, marches, legal chal-

lenges, and the use of the media to tell the nation "how it is." The
Congress of Racial Equality (CORE), which had been at an ebb
in 1954 after deplettn from McCarthyism and other troubles,
began to experience a resurgence," The NAACP had little dith-

' culty in finding plaintiffs to initiate litigation against Jim Craw.

The Southern Christian. Leadership Conference (SCLC) and the

Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (sNcc) led new
chalfenges and voter registration drives. The souihern blacks had
come alive to carry their own fight, and the civil rights movement
was in full swing4 Northerners joined freedom marches to the
South and assisted in 'voter registration drives, and the soulhern
reaction of indifference, intimidation, or outright brutality just
served, to cement the public opinion of northern liberals, some
white southerners, andklackS throughout the nation as to the
righteousness and inevitability of change.

The 1957 Civil Rights Act, which owed its proposal and passage
largely to Attorney General' Herbert Browitell,.provided only for
the creation of a Civil Rights Commission with advisory powers,
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a Civil, Rights Division of the Justice Department', and thejight
of the Justice Department to instigate litigati6n in belndf of. Ne-
groes Who were denied their voting right,I. In 1960, a.seeond civil
rights law 'vas passed broadening the powers of the federal .goy-
ernment to protect the voting rights of blacks 'in the South:A By
1961, under John Kennedy and hislbrother Robert 'Kennedy., the
attorney general, a slightly more N;igo r ous approac.41 was taken tO:

_
ward pushing the civil rights issue. Nonviolent iprotest as..1 strate-
gy for change had becomefirmlv entrenchea. Studen(.rcprescnta-
fives from the southern blaek colleges were especially actike, and
while NAACP Continued to push at the legal battleline,
SNCC, and SCLCwere follOwing the ltartin Luther king strategy
of nonviolent protest in the form of liSycotts, sit-ins,marches, apd
the picketing of Jim Crow estatishments.

=
By this time an estiniated 3o,0oO, persons belonged io the Ku

Klux Klan -and White Citizen Councils actively opposing illy in-
yOads, into segregation. Ratial violence, murders, beatings, and
bombings had become a relatively common hazard for protesters:
Yet, the black activists and theinallies moved on inexorably with
the advent of:freedom rides" and.the beginning of desegregatime
of Several southern universities.'" Black voter registrations in-
creased, and the momentum was clearly on'the side of the civil
rights groups. By 1963, King 'felt that the prOteters could take on
the institutions of a major Jim Crow-city, Birmingham, Alabama.
The-responses to the demonstrations were the, brutal bludgeoning
,of 'and use of firehoses and police dogs on defenseless children
and allults who were marching and singing hymns. The televised

brutality of. Public- Safety Commissioner Bull Connor and .-the
#

police of Birmingham, as well as the ,March on Washington of

)
over. 200,000 éiyil Hells workers, unAOlined the urgency for
furiher federal action..In 1964, a third civil rights'act was passed
with provisions for equal opPortunity in employ.menti equal access
to public accommodations, further protection for black voting
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rights, and desegregated education. And by 1968 housing dis-
crimination was also prohibited.33

With each wave of legislation, the civil rights activists were
given more rights to demand and to defend, and the government
was provided with agencies to enforce the new laws. T>es, there
was a powerful interplay between the three forces of litigation,
direct political action, and pressures fOr new legislation. The legis-
lation of the Great Society further reinforced these changes With
its Equal Opportunity Act of 1964 and all of the poograms that
became known as the War on Poverifv.'a In the schooli and in the
workplace changes were occurring as local -groups pushed for
equality and fair employment practices. For example, local civil
rights groups in Chicago were able to pressure that city's school
authorities into equalizing educational spending among racial
groups.''T Likewise, local civil rights groups initiated litigation and
direct political pressures in' response to firms and government
units that practiced discrimination in employment. These pres-
sures went much further than the acts of the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission or .the attempts of the Civil Rights Di-
vision or of contracting agencies` of the government to reduce
discriminatipn.58 For eXample, in the late, sixties, black 'student
unions at the Major universities pressed successfully for greater,
dumbers of black faculty and administratorslong before the
Department of Health:Education and Welfare began to push for
racial parity and affirmative action.
*). What is important to note is that Brown had broken the piece-
meal-paralysis of inc.remental change bv initiating both directly
and indireetly the events that would address the entire relation
oi blacks and whites. As Myra emphasized so clearly: "Behind
the barrier of comnum discriminatim. there is unity and. close
interrelation between the Negro's political power: his civil rights:
his employment opportunities; his standards of housing, nutrition
and clo hing; his health, manners, and law observance: his ideals
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and ideologies. The unity is largely the result of cumulative causa-c
tion Dimling them all together in a systtm and tying them to white
discrimination."4"

The response to firown addressed this etire gestalt and system
of relations and institutions. juith the attitudes of blacks towards
themselves and their rights and those of whites towards blacks
were inexorably altered. DesPite the ./urmoil faced by, whites iii
the deinonstrations, urban riots, and school busing, attitudes to-
wards integration by whites became more and more favorable. In
1942 about 44 percent of the white population endored .inte-
grated transpostation, a figure that rose to 6o percent by 1956 and

.8S percent by 1970.. Although- only 4 percent of southerners ac-
cepted integrated transportation 1942, the number rose to 67
percent in 1970..In commentingon this change, the public opinion
experts concluded; "In less than 15 Yearssince Martin Luther
King's historic boycokt in Montgomery, Ala..--integrated trans-

:
portation has virtually diSappeared as an issue."'

In 1942 only 2 percent of whites in the South favored school
integration, and by 1956 t)ie figure had risen to only 14 percent.
By 1970 almost half the southern .white population favored inte-
grated schools. For the nation's whites as a whole the figure rose
from about 30 percent favoring integrated education in.1942 to'
almost 50 percent in 1956, to 75 percent in 1970. These trends Are
also supported by other public opinionolls that show improving
attitudes towards school integratiou continuing into the .seven-
ties."

Although Brown did not have the dramatic effect that was ex-
pected in desegregating the schools, it has had a powerful .effect
in many other ways in improving the education and training of
black Americans. As we have noted, it ,created the impetus for
the direct pplitical actiOn and solidarity, of blacks in demanding
ithprovements from their state and local schools. Second, the
tremendOUs crescendo of civil rights Activity that it detonated.
became a stimulus and backdrop for the large number of educa-
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tion and training programs of the War on Poverty and for helping
the disadVantaged. Such programs as Head Skirt, Title I of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, the expansion
of the training progriims under the Manpower Development
Training Act for blacks and 'other disadvantaged, the Job Corps,
and many other efforts were initiated during the early and middle
sixties and have expanded and continued in the seventies."2 Even
the present challenges to the methods by which states finance
their schools can be traced to the Brown decision. Most of the
states have traditionally provided.greater educational funding for
students in wealthy school districts than in poorer ones, and the
constitutional challenge is based heavily upon the "equal protec-
tion" arguments in Brown.°

In summary, the Aid of Brown has been much wider than
just that of school desegregation. It is difficult to conceive of the
civil rights movement arising when it did and all of the associated
legislative gains of the sixties in the absence diBrown. It is equal-
ly difficult to conceiVe of the educational, employment, and earn-
ings gaini of blacks without the flurry of protest, litigation, and
legislation that Brown unleastied. And in the most human terms,
it hai meant a major ansformation in the place of blacks in
American society. As ger summarized:

Every colored Americas knew that Brown did not mean he would
be invited to lunch with the Rotary the-following week. It meant
something more basic and more important. It meant that black
rights had suddenly been redefined; black bodies had suddenly
been reborn under a new law. Blacks' value as human beings had
been changed overnight by the declaration of the nation's highest
court. At a stroke,' the Justtes had severed the remaining cords
of de facto slavery. The N ro could no longer be fastened. with
the status of official pariah. , o longer could the white Man- look
right through him as if he were, in the title words of Ralph EU-

. son's stunning 1952 novel, Invistlile Man. No more Would he be a
grinning supplicant for the benefactions.and discards of the mas-
ter class; no more would he be a party to his own degradation.
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He was both thrilled that the signal for the demise of his caste
status had come from on high and angry'that it had taken so long
and first exacted so steep a price in suffering."

A Postscript
I have argued that the major changes in the economic position of.

black Americans since the: early sixties have resulted from the
Overall impact of ,Brown in altering the, nature of race relations -

rather than its narrow impact on school desegregation. By impli-
cation, Brown has had a very powerful effect on the functioning
of our major social, political, and economic institutions, and the If
result has been a fairer society. This view -contrasts sharply With
those who see BriOn as the classic example of how an "activist"

Supreme Court cannot obtain changes that run counter to a deeply

rOoted system of social beliefs and without a mechanism of tht
Court to enforce its decisions.(4',"

The main difference between my reailing of history and theirs
is that they tend.to concentrate on the "official" purpose of Brown.

Since Brown was ostensibly concerned with the desegregation ofoN

schools, they assume that the proof of its effectiveness must be in

the extent, speed, and smoothness of the desegreigation process.

They find the extent of.desqgregation wanting, the speed of the

process a snail's pace. and t'he natuse of the process chaotic and
ridden with conflict. NVhat this narrow analysis tends to ignore is
the larger impact of Brown, which goes far beyond the mere
racial composition of student in the schools. I would ask that theY

answer the following: Is it possible to conceive of the major his-
. torical transformations bf the late fifties and sixties in the absence

of Brown? Further, using our hindsight, is there a different strate-
gy that would have had similar effects? These are the.key ques-
tions that:must be raised in evaluating the impact of Brown and
the role 'of the decision in bringing a greater measure of equality
and justice to black Americans.

A second lesson that this interpretation would emphasize is that

4
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programs of sotial evaluation must always go beyond the "in-
tended" consequences or the goals .of the program or event that
js being evaluated. To limit the impact of Brown to its effect on
desegregation wouldmiss completely the effects of the decision
on the changes in political efficacy Of blacks, improvements in
their economic position, changes in white attitudes towards race,
and so on.. Evaluations should always start With the question of
how the particular program or event changed processes' and out-
conies in all pogsibleways AtIrr than only .in the direction to-
wards which the program Or event was ostensibly tailored.°

Finally, ihe great strides made in the post-Brown. era art re-
-minders of the changes that did not take 'place as well as of the
changes thaf did. Full equality for black Americans is still far
from being achieved."' The 'unemployinent rates 4black males
are double those of winte ones, and family income of blacks is
Only about 6o,percent of white families and possibly falling.. Edu-
cationalq, the attainments of blacks are still considerably below
those of whites., with especially large differences in high school
and collfge completion. Inequalities in housing opportunities and
residential segregation are stili a fact of life for blacks. and there
seems-to be little relief on the horizon. This paper, then, is not a
plea for Self-congratulations as .much as k reminder that. Brown
initiatedthe first major and systemic phase of change in improv-
ing the status of blacks in the post-Iieconstr\iction period. Perhaps
some important lessoniocan be learned from tgis-first'stage that
will enable persons of good will to carry out the final stage of the
movement towards greater equality for blacks and for all Ameri-
cans."
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